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INTRODUCTION 
Very few studies have been made on the imagination of young 
children. There have been found two studies on the imagination of 
young children, three studies on the imagination of adults, and one on 
the imagination of pre-school children.^ The investigator has found no 
O 
studies on the imagination of Negro children. Ransohoff's "A Study 
of Imagination in Young Children," is in many respects similar to the 
present problem and therefore has been used as a guide in regard to 
the presentation of inkblots, method of scoring and,to some extent, 
in the classification of responses made to each inkblot. 
Woodworth5 has very clearly stated the genesis of imagination 
in the young child. 
The child's manipulation develops in several directions 
beginning with grasping, turning, shaking and dropping of 
objects. The first line of development leads to manual skill. 
Skilled movement develops out of the miscellaneous movements 
of play rather than by the combination of definite reflexes. 
The second line of development is in the directions of 
constructiveness. That process of taking things apart and 
putting them together, building blocks, assembling dolls into 
"parties," are all examples of this style of manipulation, 
which calls less for manual dexterity than for seeing ways in 
which objects can be rearranged.5 
le. J. Pansons, "Children's Interpretation of Ink Blots." 
E. A. Kirkpatrick, "Individual Test of School Children." 
S. E. Sharp, "Individual Psychology." 
G. V. Dearborn, "A Study of Imagination." 
F. C. Bartlett, "An Experimental Study of Some Problems of Perceiving 
and Imagining." 
M. Ransohoff, "A Study of Imagination in Young Children." 
^M. Ransohoff, "A Study of Imagination in Young Children," Library of the 
University of Cincinnati, 1928. 
5R. S. Woodworth, Psychology, p. 438. 
4Ibid.f p. 188. 
5Ibid.f p. 189. 
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The third direction followed in the development of manip¬ 
ulation is make-believe. For example, the little boy puts to¬ 
gether a row of blocks and pushes it along the floor, asserting 
that it is a train of cars or the little girl lays her doll care¬ 
fully in its bed saying, "My baby’s sick; that big dog did bite 
him." This is manipulation of things according to the meanings 
attached to them, the blocks being treated as cars, and the doll 
as a sick baby. 
The fourth type of manipulation, story-telling, makes its 
appearance as the child gets a little older. Here the objects 
manipulated are simply thought of; whereas, in make-believe, 
appearing a little before stcjry-telling (though there is motor 
manipulation of present objects) the attached meanings are 
important factors. In make-believe the child has an actual 
object to manipulate, whereas in story-telling he simply 
talks about persons and things and makes them perform in his 
story. He comes breathless into the house with a harrowing 
tale of being pursued by a hippopotamus in the woods; or he 
gives a fantastic account of the doings of his acquaintances. 
For this he is accused of being a "little liar" or more char¬ 
itably described as unable to distinguish observation from 
imagination; but really what he has not yet grasped is the 
social difference between his make-believe, which no one ob¬ 
jects to, and his story-telling, which may lead people astray. 
Historical background.-Ransohoffin "A Study of Imagination 
in Young Children," tested twenty-two children of pre-school age, the 
age ranging from two and a half to five years. The twenty-two children 
tested were divided into three groups according to chronological age. 
Group I was made up of children ranging from two and a half years to 
three and a half years. Group II was made up of children ranging from 
three and a half years to four and a half years, and Group III was made 
up of children ranging from four and a half years to five years. 
Ransohoff states her results as follows: 
"The imagination of young children improves with increasing 
maturity. The median inkblot scores and the average number of words used 
in describing inkblots are higher in Group II than in Group I. There was 
a direct relation between age and inkblot scores and between age and the 
1Ibid.. p. 189. 
2Ibid., pp. 189-190. 
^M. Ransohoff, "A Study of Imagination in Young Children," Library of the 
University of Cincinnati, 1928. 
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number of words used, in describing inkblot." By the method of rank 
correlation, she found a positive correlation between intelligence 
quotient and scores for inkblots. 
In regard to the object of her experiment, "to study percep¬ 
tion and imagination, in so far as this can be done by means of ’The 
Whipple Inkblot Tests' and pictures of familiar objects of such form 
and outline as to be relatively meaningless without mature experience," 
her results were the same for the pictures as those of the inkblots. 
Ransohoff concludes that: 
"Imagination of young children improves with increasing 
maturity." 
"The median inkblot score and the median picture score as 
well as the average number of words used in describing inkblots and 
pictures were always higher in Group II than in Group I." 
"Sex difference was found by pairing a girl with a boy of the 
same status, of the same age (within four months) and of the same 
intelligence quotients (within five points). There were six such pairs. 
While no conclusion can be drawn on the basis of so few cases, in the 
Inkblot Experiment when boys and girls were paired, she found that 
boys were superior to the girls in the number of words used to describe 
inkblots, while the girls were superior to the boys in inkblot scores." 
Using the same six pairs of children for the Picture Test, she found 
that here "the girls were slightly superior to the boys with whom they 
were paired in relation to the picture scores." 
By the method of rank correlation Ransohoff found the follow¬ 
ing positive correlations: Between chronological age and inkblot scores, 
.71; between chronological age and picture scores, .47} between chrono¬ 
logical age and number of words used to describe pictures, .85} between 
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intelligence quotients and inkblot scores, .56; between inkblot scores 
and number of words used to describe pictures, .55; between number of 
words used to describe pictures and number of words to describe inkblots, 
.73; between inkblot scores and picture scores, .58. 
A study entitled "Children's Interpretation of Inkblots,"1 
studied imagination in young children ranging from seven to seven and 
a half years of age. Ten of the "^’hippie" inkblots were used. 
Ninety-seven children were tested, fifty-two beys and forty- 
five girls, all being drawn from the Infant Department of two elementary 
schools in the same district in England. 
The procedure was as follows: One or more practice cards 
were shown the child with the explanation that they had been made by 
throwing ink on post cards. He was then asked of what the blot reminded 
him. If the child found it difficult to follow directions other practice 
cards were used. 
The practice which the preliminary card afforded does not seem 
worthwhile and may explain why there were evidences of fatigue before 
the real cards were shown. However, with the appearance of the real cards 
there was a perceptible increase in interest. 
A total of ten inkblots were used. Five cards at a time were 
shown individually to each child on two separate occasions. The 
children were allowed to manipulate the cards as they wished. The test 
was repeated after a lapse of fourteen days, the room and time being 
constant, and the time unlimited. 
The child was permitted a reasonable amount of time in which 
to name the associations which the inkblot evoked. These were recorded 
by the examiner. 
1C. J. Parsons, "Children's Interpretation of Inkblots," British Journal 
of Psychology. 1917-1919. pp. 74-92. 
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The types of associations were classified as follows: 
"I. Animal associations 
1. Animals which were apparently seen in their entirety 
(a) Domestic - cat, dog 
(b) Those the children were unlikely to have seen - 
e.g. 'Bear,' 'Elephant,' 'Camel' 
(c) Those the children probably had seen other than 
domestic - e.g. 'Monkey,' 'Rat' 
2. Animals of which a definite part was mentioned - 
e.g. 'Dog's face,' 'Rabbit's ear' 
II. Human Beings 
1. Humans which were apparently seen in their entirety - 
e.g. 'Like a baby,' 'Like a woman' 
2. Humans of which only a definite part was mentioned - 
e.g. 'Like a lady's hand,' 'Like a man's leg' 
III. Mythological creatures - e.g. 'Dragon,' 'Giant' 
IV. Vegetables - e.g. 'A tree,' 'A banana' 
V. Wearing Apparel - e.g. 'A boot,' 'A Frenchman's Hat' 
VI, Objects such as children would be likely to see in the 
house or street - e.g. 'A hammer,' 'A ball,' 'A jar,' 
'A Lamp post' 
VII. Objects likely to have been suggested by war - e.g. 'A bomb' 
VIII. Architecture - e.g. 'A Castle,' 'Steps,' 'A Bridge,' 
'A Church' 
IX. Landscape - e.g. 'A mountain of snow,' 'A little River' 
X. Reminiscences probably from school or from books - 
e.g, 'A Map,' 'Hindoo' 
XI. Associations which merely described the blot - e.g. 'It 
looks now as if that part was round and all dotty—it 
isn't though.'" 
A number of conclusions were drawn from this study. 
First, that there was great variation in the associations 
obtained in the interpretation of a blot both simple and collectively. 
Second, the majority of the associations (54.4$) were of 
animals and human beings. 
Third, there is a certain amount of difference in interest 
according to sex. As can be seen, the study was made during the World War. 
6 
The boys in their interpretation named some war associations. The 
girls seldom didj the relative percentage being 80.7$ boys, 23.7$ girls. 
In the case of domestic animals 5.15$ of the girls retained 
such an association as compared to 3.21$ of the boys. 
As a whole girls manifested greater interest in human beings. 
On the other hand boys seemed more interested in landscape. However, 
no difference in interest was pronounced as that of war associations. 
Almost 70 per cent of the children did not view the blot as 
a whole but covered portions of it or indicated some particular portion 
in their interpretation process. 
Using as a basis the interpretation of the blot as a whole 
or in part, Parsons concluded that "both boys and girls tended to use 
non-constructive associations (enumerating objects one after the other) 
rather than constructive with pictures representing the situation." 
Another interesting study made primarily to investigate 
individual variation of mental processes with the desire of discovering 
regular laws and thus having a basis for classification of individuals 
gives up valuable information. 
The following points are some which were used to distinguish 
one individual from another. 
I, Memory 
II. Nature of Mental Images 
III. Imagination 
(a) Passive (blots and abstract terms) 
(b) Constructive (development of a theme) 
(c) Imagination of design (composition complete picture) 
(d) Literary (construct sentences)etc.^ 
The inkblot test is given in detail. The examiner felt that 
the inkblot test would demonstrate the activity or passivity of the 
subject. 
1M. B. ffensohoff, "A Study of Imagination in Young Children," Library of 
the University of Cincinnati, 1928. 
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Seven advanced students of the Sage School of Philosophy, 
three men and four women, all trained in introspection, were used as 
subjects. 
The inkblots for the experiment were made by the examiner as 
follows: A drop of ink was allowed to fall on a piece of Bristol board, 
a piece of paper was placed over it and then rubbed with the finger to 
spread the ink. 
These cards were handed to the subjects and five minutes were 
allowed for him to write down all the objects the blots suggested. The 
subject was permitted to look at the inkblots from any angle he wished. 
The results were rated quantitatively. The numerical results 
merely give the number of objects seen in each of the ten different 
blots. 
The kind of associations most frequently mentioned were: 
1. Animals 
2. Fruits, tools, household utensils, etc. 
3. Scientific objects (geometric figures and symbols) 
4. Objects suggesting literary reminiscences 
5. Objects from fables and mythology.^ 
In conclusion, to quote, "Individual differences in general 
subsist between single associations and differences in the manner of 
reporting all the associations."^ Thus a mere enumeration of objects 
in response to the inkblot classifies the imagination as passive and 
matter-of-fact, whereas, if the inkblot seems to represent some action 
or activity situation and such activity or activity situation is embellished 
with fancy or sentiment, this classifies the imagination as active. 
In evaluating the study we find that "(the) results cannot 
be said to be decisive," says Sharp, "because they were applied only 
■^M. B. Ransohoff, "A Study of Imagination in Young Children," Library of 
the University of Cincinnati, 1928. 
2S. E. Sharp, "Individual Psychology," American Journal of Psychology,, 1899. 
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once and to people of the same class. 
O 
Ransohoff states* that Dearborn, in "A Study of Imagination," 
made his inkblots by letting one drop of common writing fluid fall 
between two squares of paper and pressing gently with the finger. He 
made twelve sets of ten blots on a card and numbered them consecutively 
from one to ten using Arabic numbers. The twelve sets were numbered with 
Roman numerals. 
There were sixteen subjects, mostly students from the Harvard 
Psychological Laboratory and among the rest were one Latin school girl 
and professors and their wives. The ages ranged from 18 to 62. 
Dearborn’s aim was "to produce under applicable and controllable 
•Z 
conditions familiar studies of human fancy." 
His procedure was as follows: The subjects were told to 
"Look at the last card always right side up turning neither card nor 
head, to try to employ whole character and separate it into parts; not 
to be too particular to get a perfect fitting object in mind, but to 
tap at the moment of the consciousness of the first suggested image, and 
to report each concrete object suggested with any suggested general action 
of the same."1 * * 4 A set of inkblot cards was arranged in order face down 
and a stop watch was held in readiness. Then a warning was given, "Ready." 
One inkblot was placed before the subject. The subject tapped upon 
discovery of the blot's likeness to any object; the time was registered. 
The procedure continued until there was evidence of reaction of fatigue. 
The experiments were always conducted under normal or as 
nearly normal conditions as could be found. 
1Ibid. 
^M. Ransohoff, "A Study of Imagination in Young Children," Library of the 
University of Cincinnati, 1928. 
3G. Dearborn, "A Study of Imagination," American Journal of Psvchologv.Vol.IX. 
4Ibid. 
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The life history of each subject was made (as far as possible) 
as regards their familiarity with stories, different animal forms, and 
mythological forms, and as regards any other material forms concerning 
any process of imagination. There were two poets and two artists among 
the subjects. 
■Some of Dearborn's conclusions were, that in no inkblot did 
over 40% of the subjects agree on any one suggested object. There were 
many instances when no two of the subjects were reminded of the same 
thing. 
In summarizing the final conclusions of his study, Dearborn 
states: "The differences between the imaginations of the country-bred 
and the city-bred is clear. Although there is evidence here that the 
laws of a reproductive imagination still are for the most part hid in 
the neural paths, there are substantial laws which may one day be found 
entirely out and reduced to words and to more or less mathematical 
certainty of statement."-1- 
"It is clear that as a general principles, the experience and 
p 
especially the early experience of the subject has important influence." 
Kirkpatrick^ in a study, "Individual Tests of School Children," 
used the inkblot test in connection with other tests made upon about five 
hundred school children to determine defects of sight and hearing. The 
idea was to find a test of ability, better than an examination test, or 
supplementary to such a test. "Such a test is needed more for public 
school children than for college students, and it is reasonable to suppose 
that accuracy and rapidity in the simple sensory and motor activities 
would be a better indication of general ability in school children than 
^George V. Dearborn, "A Study of Imagination," American Journal of 
Psychology, Vol. IX. 
?-Ibid.. Vol. IX. 
^E, A. Kirkpatrick, "Individual Tests of School Children," PsvcholoKical 
RAV-îP.WJ Vol. VII, pp. £70-280. 
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in college students, whose activities are more complex and less concerned 
with simple sensory and motor operations." 
The procedure was to name four ink spots, one minute allowed in 
which to name them. A stop watch was used in measuring all cases and 
each pupil was tested only once after "a few preliminary tests," in which 
it was discovered that in almost every case the time was not greatly dif¬ 
ferent in the second test unless the experiment was misunderstood. It 
was found that a very few pupils who had just entered the first grade 
could not count far enough to consume the whole of the ten seconds. 
With very young children the mental element of association apparently 
determined the limit rate, "while for older pupils the rate of movement 
of vocal organs seemed to fix the limit of speed." 
More than half the children tested by Kirkpatrick were American, 
but many other nationalities were represented. All belonged to the 
model and practice schools of the Fitchburg Normal School, "and at least 
one model school and one practice school are presented in each grade 
tabulated except In the second." 
There was found considerable difference both for individuals 
of the same room and for rooms of the same grade, but an improvement was 
noticed in the first four tests up to about the sixth or seventh grade, 
where it ceased or either became slower. 
It was found that the younger children seemed more suggestible 
or imaginative; they named more of the ink spots. They seemed to have 
no doubt whatever of the spot being a picture of the object they named, 
while the older children said "it is some like" or "it looks a little 
like" "a dog," "cloud" or whatever else was suggested. Kirkpatrick 
says, "this supremacy of the small children is striking when we consider 
the number of mental images that they have is much smaller than that 
11 
possessed by older children, who may name a part of the body or the 
map of a country or something else that the younger children know nothing 
about." 
The small number of objects seen in the spots ty the children 
of the fourth, fifth and sixth grades, Kirkpatrick thinks, was probably 
explained ty the fact that children of those ages have become more 
critical in their sense perceptions because their ideas have become more 
definite and they have learned from life's experiences and from training 
to be careful in their judgments. 
In most cases the pupils who named three or four of the spots 
named more than one object of a class, such as two kinds of vegetables 
or two animals, which showed that the presence of one idea of a group 
made others of that same group more suggestible. 
In conclusion, Kirkpatrick says, "the pupils older than their 
grade were better in their tests in the lower grades and not so good in 
the higher grades, while younger pupils were better than their mates in 
the eighth grade and not so good in the lower grades." These two factors 
plainly determining the record a child makes are experience that comes 
with age, and ability. "In the lower grades the experience that comes 
with age is more important than intellectual brightness and knowledge, 
while in the sixth grade and above, at which time the powers tested seem 
to reach their maximum, ability counts for more than age." 
In this study of "Some Problems of Perceiving and Imagining" 
by Bartlett,^ the inkblot test was used as a series of many series of 
tests given. There were thirty-three subjects. Most of these subjects 
were adults, the three exceptions being a youth of nine years, one of 
thirteen years and one of fifteen. Six of the subjects were women. 
1-F. 0. Bartlett, "An Experimental Study of Some Problems of Perceiving 
and Imagining," British Journal of Psychology 1915-1317, pp. 252-265. 
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"The persons who submitted a trial had very varied interests; six 
of them were from a small country town and their interests were chief¬ 
ly practical; twenty-two were graduate or undergraduate members of the 
University of Cambridge, and the other two were working-class men from 
a fairly large town." 
Thirty-six blots, variously shaded and colored, on ordinary 
post cards, were used. The following instructions were given: 
"Here are a number of inkblots. They represent nothing in 
particular but might recall almost anything. See what you can make of 
them, as you sometimes find shapes for clouds or see faces in a fire." 
The subjects handled the cards and wrote down their reactions. 
Time was kept by the examiner. 635 out of a total of 1068 suggestions 
related to animals or human beings. This is 59.5$. Many others sug¬ 
gested situations where plants or animals or men played a part. 
The special interests of the individual seemed to play a 
part, for when once a suggestion started a train of thought,the sub¬ 
ject tended to remain in it. 
Bartlett concluded, "that the subjects in whom imagining 
was most clear and precise were persons with dominating, concrete 
interests, and in many cases the imagination was induced by some 
particular feeling, together with the apprehension of what was presented. 
Imagining tends to retain a characteristic definiteness of content 
and in close connection with strongly marked feeling." 
Statement of Problem.-The problem was to compare the imagination 
of young Negro children by means of "The Whipple Inkblot Test." The 
responses of the subjects were studied with a view to comparing: 
1. The relation of age to the consistency of the response 
13 
to each stimulus. 
2. The relation of age to intelligence. 
3. Individual difference in response. 
4. The two groups as a whole. 
5. Any changes which are the result of increasing maturity. 
6. Any noticeable sex differences. 
7. The most commonly used word in response to each inkblot 
stimulus. 
Limitations of Its ocoue.-Group A was composed of children from 
the nursery school of Spelman College from the ages of three to four and 
a half years of age. Of the twenty-five children enrolled in the school, 
seventeen came within the range of three to four and a half years of age. 
Of the seventeen subjects tested, seven were girls and ten were boys. 
The social condition of this group is, roughly speaking, representative 
of the top twenty-five per cent in economic status. "The fathers of the 
children were professional and business men. The children were all of 
average or above average intelligence. They were all normal, with no 
outstanding behavior difficulties. 
Group B was composed of the first grade children from the 
Chadwick School. Of the twenty-one children in the first grade, only 
fifteen were tested. The remaining six children were seven years of age 
-*-P. E. Reed, History Sheets. Spelman College Nursery School, Atlanta, Ga. 
Note: A "History Sheet Record" is compiled for each entrant attending 
Spelman College Nursery. 
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and above. In order to keep the chronological ages of the two groups as 
close as possible, the examiner did not test any children over the age 
of six years and ten months. All of the fifteen children tested were 
girls. "The social status of this group, roughly speaking, is a cross 
section of this community. About one-fourth came from the Chadwick 
Orphanage Home for Young Girls. About one-fourth came from homes which 
could not afford to pay full tuition. The rest approximated an average 
in the economic scale. The children were all of average or above average 
intelligence. They were all normal, with no outstanding behavior dif¬ 
ficulties. 
Description of Inkblot Test for Both Groups.-The "Whipple 
Inkblot Tests''^ Nos. 45 and 3017 published by Stoelting and Company, 
Chicago, Illinois are composed of twenty inkblots. Each inkblot is 
printed on a white card three by three inches square. The blot is black 
on a white background. The twenty inkblots are numbered from one to 
twenty on the back of each card. 
Description of Laboratories for Both Groups.-For Group A a 
classroom seldom used for class work served as the laboratory. The 
children were given their intelligence test in this room first, and con¬ 
sequently were familiar with the room when given the inkblot test. The 
room contained a large desk, a large table, several chairs, and two 
blackboards. Into this room the examiner placed one small table and two 
small chairs. One chair she placed in front of the small table, and the 
other one she placed directly across in such a manner that the examiner 
would sit directly opposite the subject. 
For Group B, a room especially equipped to serve as a post 
Taylor, Teacher's Records, The Chadwick School, Atlanta, Ga. 
~Stoelting and Company, Whipple Inkblot Test, Nos. 45 and 4017, Chicago, 
Illinois. 
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office and storeroom served as the laboratory. The children were familiar 
with the room and consequently were not diverted by its equipment. In 
the center of the room were two large tables and several chairs. At 
one of the tables the examiner placed two chairs; one in front of the 
table and the other directly opposite. It was so arranged that the 
examiner would sit directly opposite the subject. 
Method of Procedure for Both Groups^-The test cards were placed 
face downward on the table; then the examiner went to get the subject. 
The subject was asked to come and play a game and then taken to the 
laboratory. The examiner showed the child his chair and told him to sit 
down and she sat across from the subject in her chair. The procedure in 
presenting the card was as follows: The examiner said, "We are going to 
play a game. I am going to show you some pictures, and I want you to 
tell me what they are. I am going to give you the pictures one at a time 
and after you have looked at them, we are going to make a pile right over 
here." (indicating a definite place) 
The first picture was then handed the child right side up, and 
the examiner repeated, "What is this?" If the child twisted it in tak¬ 
ing it he was corrected: "Let us look at it this way." If he twisted it 
after he looked at it, nothing was further said. He was allowed to look 
at it from any angle he chose. If the child asked, "What are you writing?" 
the examiner answered simply, "I am writing the story you are telling me." 
The child was allowed as much time as he wished. But it was found that 
the young child was always interested in telling stories about the pictures, 
so that no child took over seven minutes for the experiment. No allusion 
was made to the fact that the pictures of inkblots did not represent some¬ 
thing real. The children took it for granted that the pictures represented 
real objects. 
^M. Ransohoff, "A Study of Imagination in Young Children," Library of the 
University of Cincinnati, 1928. 
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Every effort was made to have as little interference as possible 
with the regular routine. The children were taken in approximately the 
same order, but it seemed best not to keep rigidly to a fixed order, but 
rather to take children to be tested who were not completely absorbed in 
their play. If a child was particularly interested in 'whatever he was 
doing, he was told that it would be his turn next. 
The children were taken to play the game at approximately the 
same hour, namely between 9ï00 A.M. and 11:00 A.M. 
Scoring-Inkblots are unrelated to actual objects, and, there¬ 
fore, any name applied to them was the result of some associations aroused 
by the stimulus. These associations were aroused by some similarity be¬ 
tween the inkblots and real objects. 
The responses to the inkblots were scored as follows: There 
were twenty inkblots presented during each test - five tests of twenty 
inkblots each. Therefore, there were five responses for each child for 
each inkblot. In tabulating these results, an effort was made to 
determine the degree of uniformity of responses to the same stimulus— 
the inkblot. A comparison was made between each child's response to 
each inkblot at each of the five sittings. 
The inkblots were rated according to a scheme devised by 
Ransohoff,^ "A Study of Imagination in Young Children." There were three 
types of responses given: those in which the second or subsequent 
responses were the same as the first responses, those in which the 
responses were related, and those in which there was no relation what¬ 
ever. A rating scale was built up by using all possible combinations 
of these types of responses that were given in the five different tests. 
^M. Ransohoff, A Study of Imagination in Young Children. Library of the 
University of Cincinnati, 1928, p. 22. 
-Ibid.. p. 23. 
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These combinations were arranged in the order of the degree of consistency 
to the stimulus, i. e., the inkblot. The five responses were recorded 
and scored individually as shown in Table I, page 18. 
The following nine classifications were devised to show related 
1 
responses: 
1. Human beings (whole or part, like man or band) 
2. Domestic animals (dog, cat, etc.) 
5. Zoo animals (elephant, lion, etc.) 
4. Plants (trees, flowers, etc.) 
5. Familiar objects (automobile, trains, boxes, etc.) 
6. Landscape (mountain, river, hill, etc.) 
7. Wearing apparel (hats, coat, shoe, etc.) 
8. Objects from fables (Humpty Dumpty, etc.) 
9. lithological objects (fairies, witches, boogy man) 
For example, answers like "dog, puppy, hound, etc." are all 
the same. Another example is the five responses given qy child II to 
inkblot no. 13 - "roach-bug, fire, gingerbread boy, bug, bug." The first 
and last two were the same, while the second and third were unrelated. 
For this, a score of 65 was given. When no response was made, this was 
scored as though the response had been unrelated. 
^M. Ransohoff, "A Study of Imagination in Young Children," Library of the 
University of Cincinnati, 1928, p. 25. 
C. J. Parsons, "Interpretation of Inkblots," British Journal of Psychology. 
1917, p. 84. 
TABLE I 
METHOD OF SCORING FIVE RESPONSES 

































































TREATMENT OF DATA 
The experiment was begun in October, and extended to the end 
of February. There were twenty inkblots. Each child was presented with 
each inkblot five times, making one hundred tests. Hence, there were, 
altogether, three thousand two hundred inkblot tests administered to the 
two groups of thirty-two children. 
The tests were given alternately. All children to be tested 
from the Nursery School were started with the inkblot test. After 
each child had been given the first series of the twenty inkblots, 
children to be tested from the Chadwick School were started with the 
first series of the twenty inkblots. In that way, both groups were 
tested over the same period of time. 
The time interval between tests was the same for each child. 
Each test lasted from three to seven minutes. 
The children were familiar with the examiner. The examiner 
spent the lunch hour with them regularly three times a week, and had 
often played with them on the playground. The confidence of the 
children and their friendly coôperator were manifested throughout the 
experiment. 
Inkblots Test for Both Groups.-In Table II, page 20, under 
experimental data of the preliminary correlation work sheet, etc., are 
the test scores. The symbols are to be read as follows: 
x/0, the test score in intelligence 
x/l, the test score in imagination 
x/2, the test score in words 
x/3, the test score in age 
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TABLE II 
PRELIMINARY CORRELATION AORK SHEET FOR THE SYSTEMATIC COMPUTATION OF ALL THE 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS REQUIRED IN THIS STUDY* 
GROUP A Preliminary Computations for r Preliminary Computations for r 
Subjeot 
No. 
Experimental Data : Check Columns 
Test Soores : Sums Sums Squared 
x/o x/i x/2 Vs : ck ck-squared 
1. 142 5375 43 52 29075 845355625 
2. 140 5850 24 43 26550 704902500 
3. 130 2435 37 41 23225 539865225 
4. 126 2450 41 43 23450 549902500 
5. 124 2950 34 37 22450 504002500 
6. 122 5700 33 36 24800 615040000 
7. 121 2275 21 43 20775 431600525 
8. 120 345 15 40 17845 318440625 
9. 111 5100 35 54 25100 630010000 
10. 108 6700 17 37 22900 524410000 
11. 107 2375 43 41 21475 461175625 
12. 107 2850 52 43 23050 531302500 
13. 100 1925 14 40 17325 300155625 
14. 97 2325 13 38 17125 293265625 
15. 97 5100 46 43 23700 561690000 
16. 84 5025 40 50 22425 502880625 
17. 83 1400 13 51 16100 259210000 
Sums 1919 60180 521 732 377380 8573209600 
Means 112.88 35.40 30.64 43.06 221.98 50436.54 
Checks: (A) 1919 / 60180 / 521 / 732 / equal 377380 
(B) 112.88 / 35.40 / 30.64 / 43.06 equal 221.98 
GROUP B 
1. 134 6800 18 60 28000 784000000 
2. 119 3900 6 62 22600 510760000 
3. 110 4225 20 67 23925 572405625 
4. 84 3400 27 67 21200 449440000 
5. 113 6250 25 68 26850 720922500 
6. 83 4900 9 68 20900 436810000 
7. 99 5075 23 69 24175 584430625 
8. 96 4900 15 70 23000 529000000 
9. 96 5000 39 74 25900 670810000 
10. 105 7250 12 74 26350 694322500 
11. 110 4775 30 75 26275 690375625 
12. 96 3225 42 77 24725 611325625 
13. 88 9500 5 77 26500 702250000 
14. 91 5200 17 82 24200 585640000 
15. 88 6025 15 82 24525 601475625 
Sums 1512 80425 303 1072 369125 9143968125 
Means 100.80 » 53.61 20.2 71.46 246.08 60959.7875 
Cheoks lit! 1512 / 8' 100.8 f 0425 / 3 53.61/ 03 / 1/ 20.2 / )72 equal 369125 71.46 equal 246.083 
♦A-rvhitude ■ Clark Hull. World. Book Comnanv. 1S28. 
SQUARES 
GROUP A 



































221487 2685270000 18703 32006 
13028.65 1579.57 1100.17 1882.70 
GROUP B 
17956 46240000 324 3600 
14161 15210000 36 3844 
12100 17850625 400 4489 
7056 11560000 729 4489 
12769 39062500 625 4624 
6889 24010000 81 4624 
9801 25755625 529 4761 
9216 24010000 225 4900 
9216 25000000 1521 5476 
11025 52562500 144 5476 
12100 22800625 900 5625 
9216 10400625 1764 5929 
7744 90250000 25 5929 
8281 24040000 289 6724 
7744 36300625 225 6724 
155274 468053125 7817 77214 
10351.60 3120.3541 521.13 5147.60 
P R 0 D U C T S 
GROUP A 
Oxl 0x2 0x3 1x2 1x3 2x3 
763250 6106 7384 231126 279500 2236 
819000 3360 6020 140400 251550 1032 
316550 4810 5330 90095 99835 1517 
308700 5166 5418 100450 105350 1763 
365800 4216 4588 100300 109150 1258 
695400 4026 4392 188100 205200 1188 
275275 2541 5203 47775 97825 903 
41400 1800 4800 5175 13800 600 
566100 3885 5994 178500 275400 1890 
723600 1836 3996 113900 247900 629 
254125 4601 4387 102125 97375 1763 
304950 5564 4601 148200 122550 2236 
192500 1400 4000 26950 77000 560 
225525 1261 3686 30225 88350 494 
494700 4462 4171 234600 219300 1978 
422100 3360 4200 201000 251250 2000 
116200 1079 4233 18200 71400 663 
6885175 59473 82403 1957120 2612735 22710 
4050.10 3498.41 4847.23 1151.25 1536.90 1335.88 
Cheoks: (C) 857320.96 equals 221487 / 26852.70 / 18703 / 32006 / 
/ 2(6885175 / 59473 / 82403 / 1957120 / 2612735 / 22710) 
(D) 50430.54 equals 13028.65 / 1579.57 / 1100.17 / 1882.70 / 
 2[4050.10^_3498.41_i_4847.23_^_1151.25_/_1536J,90_/_1335A88l 
 §ROUP_B  
911200 2412 8040 122400 408000 1080 
464100 5714 7378 23400 241800 372 
464750 2200 7370 84500 283075 1340 
285600 2268 5628 91800 227800 1809 
706250 2825 7684 156250 425000 1700 
406700 747 5644 44100 333200 612 
502425 2277 6831 116725 350175 1587 
470400 1440 6720 73500 343000 1050 
480000 3744 7104 195000 370000 2886 
761250 1260 7770 87000 536500 888 
525250 3300 8250 143250 358125 2250 
309600 4032 7392 135450 248325 3234 
836000 440 6776 47500 731500 385 
473200 1547 7462 88400 426400 1394 
530200 1320 7216 90375 494050 1230 
8126925 30526 107265 1499650 5776950 21817 
5417.946 2035.06 7151.00 999.96 3851.30 1454.46 
Cheoks: (C) 9143968125 equals 155274 / 468053125 / 7817 / 77214 
, / 2(8126925 / 30526 / 107265 / 1499650 / 5776950. / 21817) 
(D)60959.7875 equals 10351.60 / 3120.3541 / 521.13 / 5147.60 / 
2f5417.946 / 2035.06 / 7151.00 / 999.76 / 3851.30 / 1454.46 
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The child's responses to each of the twenty inkblots were scored and 
all of the twenty scores (scores for each blot) were added. This stun 
was divided by twenty to give the mean score for the inkblot test. 
The extraordinary low imagination score made by subject 8, 
in group A, is accounted for in the following explanation: In observing 
a series of inkblots, the child would often keep a train of thought and 
repeat the same word over and over again during the same test, giving 
same 
almost the/word in response to all of the inkblots and hardly glancing 
at the inkblots for a new idea. When there was a continuous repetition 
of the same word in a series, or when a word was repeated more than 
three times throughout the test, only the first response received credit. 
The next time the word was repeated in the same series, it was given 
only half value; the third time it was repeated consecutively it was 
disregarded entirely. 
From the same table it can be seen that there is a direct 
relation between age and imagination score and an indirect relation 
between age and the number of words used in describing inkblots. Mean 
inkblot score of group B is higher than that of group A and the mean 
word score of group A is higher than that of group B. The mean inkblot 
score of group B is 18.21 points higher than the mean inkblot score of 
group A. Group A used on the average of 10.44 more words than group B. 
Table III, page 22, gives the standard deviation of the means 
for the group on intelligence scores, imagination scores, words scores 
and age scores. For group A, the sigma or S.D. of intelligence scores, 
imagination scores and word scores are higher than those of group B. The 
sigma or S.D. of intelligence scores for group A is 3.13 points higher 
than that of group B. The sigma or S.D. of imagination scores for group A 
is 2.37 points higher than that of group B and the sigma or S.D. of word 
scores for group A is 2.07 points higher than that of group B. 
TABLE III 




Means,M/A Means Squared 
(M/A)
2 
.Means of the 
Squares,M/A2 
Square Moments, 






0 112.88 12741.8944 13028.65 286.76 16.93 
1 35.40 1253.1600 1579.57 326.41 18.06 
2 30.64 938.8216 1100.17 161.35 12.70 
3 43.06 1854.1636 1882.70 28.54 5.34 
Check 
Sums 221.98 16788.0396 
 
17591.09 803.06 53.03 
Check: (E) 803.06 equals 17591.09 - 16788.03 
GROUP B 
0 100.80 10160.6400 10351.60 190.96 13.80 
1 53.61 2874.0300 3120.35 246.32 15.69 
2 20.20 408.0400 521.13 113.09 10.63 
3 71.46 5106.5300 5147.60 41.07 6.40 
Check 
Sums 246.07 18549.2400 19140.68 591.44 46.52 
Check: (E) 591.44 equals 19140.68 - 18549.24 
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COMPARISON OF RESULTS 
Correlation.-Table IV, page 24, gives the final work sheet 






Intelligence and Imagination /. 177 A 064 
Intelligence and number of Words /.134 -.075 
Intelligence and Age -.149 -.590 
Imagination and number of Words /.290 -.498 
Imagination and Age /.130 A 201 
Words and Age /. 243 A161 
For both groups, a positive correlation was found between intelligence 
and imagination, imagination and age, and words and age. But there was 
a higher correlation between the number of words used and age than be¬ 
tween intelligence and the number of words used. For group A, the 
correlation between intelligence anc[? ward's^ is positive, whereas, in 
number of 
group B the correlation between intelligence ancy words is negative. 
For both groups there is a negative correlation between imagination and 
age. The correlation between imagination and words is positive for 
group A and negative for group B. 
Reliability of the Average Scores of the Two Groups in the 
Four Traits.-Table V, page 25, gives the difference between the two 
obtained means 12.09, for intelligence; standard error of the differ¬ 
ence ^5.44, for intelligence; critical ratio 2.22, for intelligence; 
between the two obtained means -18.21, for imagination; standard error 
of the difference pfe.97 for imagination; critical ratio -3.05, for 
imagination and zero chances in 100 favor A; the difference between the 
two obtained means 10.44, for words; standard error of difference ^4.13, 
for words; critical ratio 2.53, for words and 99 chances in 100 favor 
of group A; the difference between the two obtained means -28.00, for 
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TABLE IV 
FINAL WORK SHEET FOR CORRELATICK COEFFICIENTS 
Variable 
Combina- Denominator Numerator 
tion 
. i S.D./A S.D./B S.D./A x 
S.D./B 
M/A M/B M/A x M/B 
Mean of 
Products 






0 and 1 16.93 18.06 305.76 112.88 35.40 3995.95 4050.10 54.15 / .17 7"“ 
0 and 2 16.93 12.70 215.01 112.88 30.64 3458.64 3498.41 39.77 / .184 
0 and 3 16.93 5.34 90.40 112.88 43.06 4860.61 4847.23 -13.48 - .149 
1 and 2 18.06 12.70 229.36 35.40 30.64 1084.66 1151.25 66.59 / .290 
1 and 3 18.06 5.34 96.44 35.40 43.06 1524.32 1536.90 12.58 / .130 
2 and 3 12.70 5.34 67.82 30.64 43.06 1319.36 1335.88 16.52 / .243 
Check Sums 16243.54 16419.77 176.13 
Checks: (F) 53.03 x 53.03 - 803.06 equals 2 x 1004.79 
(G) 221.98 x 221.98 - 16788.039 equals 2 x 16243.54 
(H) 16419.77 - 16243.54 equals / 176.13 
GROUP B 
0 and 1 13.80 15.69 216.52 100.80 53.61 5403.88 5417.95 14.06 / .064 
0 and 2 13.80 10.63 146.69 100.80 20.20 2036.16 2035.06 -1.09 - .075 
0 and 3 13.80 6.40 88.32 100.80 71.46 7203.16 7151.00 -52.16 - .590 
1 and 2 15.69 10.63 166.78 53.61 20.20 1082.92 999.76 -83.15 - .498 
1 and 3 15.69 6.40 100.41 53.61 71.46 3830.97 3851.30 20.33 / .201 
2 and 3 10.63 6.40 68.03 20.20 71.46 1443.49 1454.46 10.97 / .161 
Check Sums 21000.60 20909.54 -91.05 
Cheoks: (F) 46.52 x 46.52 - 591.44 equals 2 x 786.75 
(G) 246.07 x 246.07 - 18549.24 equals 2 x 21000.60 
(H) 20909.54 - 21000.60 equals (-) 91.05 
TABLE V 
COMPARISON OF THE AVERAGE SCORES OF THE TWO GROUPS 
OF YOUNG CHILDREN IN THE FOUR TRAITS 
Intelligence Imagination Words Age 
GROUP A 
Number of Cases 17 1Ï —17  ‘T7 
Mean 112.80 35.40 30.64 43.06 
Standard Deviation 16.93 18.06 12.70 5.34 
Standard Error of Mean A-ii A. 38 /3.08 A *30 
GROUP B 
Number of Cases 15 15 15 15 
Mean 100.80 53.61 20.20 71.46 
Standard Deviation 13.80 15.69 10.63 6.40 
Standard Error of Mean /3.57 A. 06 A»75 /l»65 
Reliability of Difference between the Means in Favor of Group A* 
Difference 12.08 -18.21 10.44 -28.40 
Standard Error of 
Difference /5,44 A*97 A* 13 /2.10 
D/S.D/Diff 2.22 -3.05 2.53 -13.52 
Chances in 100 99 00 99 00 




age; standard error of the difference jfe.lO, for age; critical ratio 
-13.52, for words and zero chances in 100 favor of group A. 
Sex difference.-Table VI, page 27, gives the average scores 
of seven pre-school girls and ten pre-3chool boys on the inkblot 
imagination test to determine sex difference and variability. 
This table shows the means of imagination scores for the 
boys is 2.47 points higher than the means of the imagination scores 
for the girls. But the chances in 100 are only 62 in favor of the 
boys. While no chances can be drawn on the basis of so few cases, in 
the experiment, there was no sex difference other than what is due to 
chance. From the coefficient of variation, the girls are more variable 
than the boys, or the boys are 48 per cent as variable as the girls. 
The Most Commonly Used Words in Response to Each Inkblot 
Stimulus.-From Table VII, page 28, the following facts were derived: 
Subjects Human Beinss Animals and Insects Inanimate Objects 
Group A 65$ 15% 22$ 
Group B 50% 6% 44$ 
The most commonly used words in response to each inkblot stimulus as 
shown in Table VII were grouped according to human beings, animals and 
insects, and inanimate objects as shown in the table above. The per¬ 
centages were found by getting the sum total of the responses falling 
under the three groups: human beings, animals and insects, and inanimate 
objects, then, dividing each group by the sum of the frequencies. As 
shown in the above table, the percentages for human beings and animals 
and insects are greater for group A than for group B. For group B, the 
percentage for inanimate objects is greater than that of group A. 
From Table VII, page 28, the sum of the most commonly used 
words in response to each inkblot stimulus for group A is 268; for 
TABLE VI 
COMPARISON OF THE AVERAGE SCORES OF SEVEN PRE-SCHOOL GIRLS AND 
TEN PRE-SCHOOL BOYS ON THE INKBLOT IMAGINATION TESTS TO DETERMINE 
SEX DIFFERENCE AND VARIABILITY 
Number of cases (Girls ) 7 (Boys) 10 
Mean 33.07 35.54 
Standard Deviation 21.14 11.31 
Standard Error of Mean /8.00 /3.57 
Difference between the Means 2.47 
Standard Error of the Difference /S.76 
Critical Ratio .28 
Chances in 100 (in favor of Boys) 62 
Conclusion: No sex difference other than what is due to chance. 







THE MOST COMMONLY USED WORDS IN RESPONSE TO EACH 
INKBLOT STIMULUS 
* 
Group A Group B 
Inkblot 
No. Word Frequency Word Frequency 
1 little girl 14 lady 16 
2 man 27 man,lady 17 
3 shoe 11 shoe 23 
4 bug 11 fish 8 
5 lady 7 man 10 
6 lady 13 lady 32 
7 man 18 man 26 
8 man 16 tree 20 
9 boy 6 tree 20 
10 hand 10 tree 16 
11 man 10 tree 32 
12 tree 12 man 19 
13 chicken,goat 7 Pig 11 
14 Pig 10 ship 9 
15 bed 8 man 5 
16 hand 6 man 10 
17 man,fire,stick 14 tree 14 
18 man 8 tree 20 
19 man 11 man 17 
20 man 11 man 6 
Sums 268 348 
28 
29 
group B, 548 with a difference in sum of 80 points in favor of group B. 
In general there is an increase in the number of most commonly used 
words in response to each inkblot stimulus with increasing maturity. 
Interval of Time Between the Series of Inkblot Tests.- 
Table VIII, page 30, gives the interval of time between the series of 
tests for both groups. The longer intervals of time between tests 3 and 
4 and between 4 and 5 are accounted for by the fact that several of the 
subjects were out of school for a week due to head colds, and the 
Christmas holidays. Shortly after school reopened, several of the sub¬ 
jects were home two months with whooping cough. 
Tables for each individual of both groups are shown in the 
Appendix. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR THE TESTS 
1. Imagination of young children improves with increasing 
maturity as shown by the relation of group A to group B. The mean of 
the imagination score is higher in group B than it.is in group A; the 
mean of the word score is higher in group A than it is in group B. 
The general trend from group A to group B is toward an increase in 
imagination score and a decrease in word score. Comparing these results 
with those of Ransohoff, the examiner found that Ransohoff’s results 
with her pre-school group were similar in several points. Ransohoff 
found that imagination improves with increasing maturity as shown by 
the relation of group A to group B. The median inkblot score and 
average number of words used in describing the inkblots is higher in 
group B than it is in group A. The general trend from group A to group 
B is toward an increase in imagination and word scores. 
TABLE VIII 
INTERVAL OF TIME BETWEEN SERIES OF INKBLOT 




and 2 7 
and 3 7 
and 4 21 




and 3 7 
and 4 21 
and 5 21 
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2. The relation of age to intelligence for group A is -.149, 
for group B -.498, showing that for both groups there is a negative 
relation. 
3. There are individual differences as shown in the azbc 
Individual Work Sheets. 
4. In comparing the two groups as a whole, the meats of the 







112.88 £ 4.11 
35.40 ^ 4.38 
30.64 j/i 3.08 
43.06 / 1.30 
Group B 
100.80 ^ 3.57 
53.61 ^ 4.06 
20.20 £ 2.75 
71.46 / 1.65 
From the above scores, it can be readily seen that in 
comparing the mean scores of intelligence and words of group A 
with the mean scores of intelligence and words of group B, group A 
is superior to group B with a critical ratio of 2.22 for intelligence 
and 2.53 for words. The chances in 100 are 99 for intelligence and 
words in favor of group A. 
In comparing the mean score of imagination of group A with 
the mean score of imagination of group B, group B is superior to group 
A with a critical ratio of -3.05 for imagination. The chances in 100 
are zero for imagination in favor of group A. 
5. s has been pointed out in the previous discussions, there 
is a positive correlation for both groups A and B between inkblot 
scores and chronological age, /.130 and /.201, respectively; between 
chronological age and number of words used to describe inkblots, /.243 
and /.161, respectively; between Intelligence and inkblot scores 
/.77 and /.064 respectively. There is a negative correlation for the 
two groups between intelligence and age, -.149 and -.590, respectively; 
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but for group A, there is a positive correlation between intelligence 
and words, /.184; and between imagination and words /.290. For group B, 
there is a negative correlation between intelligence and words -.075; 
and between words and imagination, -.498. 
Comparing these results with other studies previously reviewed, 
Ransohoff found a positive correlation with her group of pre-school 
children between inkblot socres and chronological age, or .71 P.E. 
.077; between chronological age and number of words used to describe 
inkblots, .88 P.E. .029; between intelligence and inkblot scores, .36 
P.E. .13; between intelligence and number of words used to describe 
inkblots, .45 P.E. .11; and between inkblot scores and words used to 
describe inkblots, .23 P.E. .14. 
6.No sex differences were found other than what was due to chance. 
From the coefficient of variation the girls are more variable than the 
boys, or the boys are 48$ as variable as the girls. 
7.In comparing .the most commonly used words in response to each 
inkblot stimulus, the most commonly used words in response to each ink¬ 
blot stimulus for both groups were grouped under three headings: human 
beings, animals and insects, and inanimate objects. For group A, the 
per cent of human beings is 65$, the per cent of animals and insects 
is 13$, the per cent of inanimate objects is 22$. For group B, the per¬ 
cent of human beings is 50$, the per cent of animals and insects is 6$, 
and the per cent of inanimate objects is 44$. This means that group A 
is superior to group B in regards to the common household objects and 
group B is superior to group A in regards to the uncommon objects. 
CHAPTER III 
GENERAL SUMMARY 
1. Imagination of young children improves with increasing 
maturity as shown by the relation of group A to group B in the inkblot 
score. 
2. The mean inkblot score is always higher in group B than 
it is in group A. Whereas, the mean of the number of words used in 
describing inkblots is always higher in group A than it is in group B. 
3. The sex differences were found by using seven girls and 
ten boys of group A. While no sex difference was found other than 
what is due to chance, in the inkblot experiment when the boys were 
compared with the girls, the examiner found that the boys were superior 
to the girls in the inkblot scores. 
4. As has been pointed out In the previous discussion, by 
the method of product-moment the examiner found the following correlations 
for both groups A and B: between intelligence and imagination, /.177 
/.Q64; between imagination and chronological age /.130 /.201; between 
words used to describe inkblots and chronological age /.243 /.161. 
The positive correlations for group A are: between intelligence and words 
used to describe inkblots /.184; between imagination and words used to 
describe inkblot scores, /.290. The negative correlation for both groups 
A and Bï between intelligence and chronological age, -.149 -.590. The 
negative correlations for group B: between imagination and words used 
to describe the inkblot score; and between intelligence and words used 
to describe inkblot scores. 
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The very high correlation between words used to describe 
inkblot scores and chronological age seems to indicate that there is 
more relation between the number of words used and age than there is 
between imagination and age, or intelligence and imagination. 
The negative correlation for both groups A and B between 
intelligence and age seems to indicate that there is no relation between 
intelligence and age. 
The positive correlations for group A between intelligence 
and words and negative correlation between group B between intelligence 
and words seems to indicate that there is a relation between intelligence 
and words for group A, but no relation between intelligence and words 
for group B. 
The positive correlation for group A between imagination and 
words and the negative correlation between imagination and words for 
group B, seems to indicate that there is a relation between imagina¬ 
tion and words for group A, but no relation between imagination and 
words for group B. 
5. The total intelligence scores for group A is 112.88, 
where as the total intelligence scores for group B is 100.80. This may 
indicate that the environment plays some part in I.Q. of a child. 
6. As shown by the detailed work sheets in the appendix, 
and also from Table VII, the children’s responses are largely in terms 
of human beings, animals and insects, and inanimate objects. 
7. The variety of words increases with increasing maturity 
as shown by the per cent of human beings, animals and insects, and 
inanimate objects for the two groups,A and B. 
APPENDIX 
Inkblots I II 
1 girl zebra 
2 n girl 
3 flower tt 
4 people boy 
5 bell 
6 girl girl 
7 animal oamel 
8 mi rrow bed 
9 boy- man 
10 duo k hand 
11 big bad wolf man 
12 tree tree 
13 oow train 
14 witoh ohicken 
15 bad dog bad hog 
16 little dog boy 
17 doggie doggie 
18 tree tree 
19 
20 elephant apple 
Girl - Age 3 yrs. 0 mos 
Score Im. 57.00 
I.Q. 122 
III IV V 
kitty baby baby 
girl girl girl 
bush oonnie flag If 
boy boys boy 
bell bell bell 
girl girl girl 
oamel animal oamel 
bad boy bad boy bad boy 
man man man 
hand hand hand 
big bad wolf big wolf big bad wolf 
tree tree tree 
tt animal « 
doggie baby baby 
bad hog bad hog bad hog 
boy boy boy 

























Boy - Age 3 yrs. 1 mo. 
Score Im. 67,00 
I.Q. 108 
I II III IV V 
flower nookey tree tree tree 
lady lady lady lady lady 
hand teekey man hand man 
horse trees tree tree tree 
mother goose monkey little dog little dog mother goose 
boogy man trees lady lady lady 
trees and lady lady and a tree tree and lady tree and lady trees and lady 
man man man man man 
boogy man monkey neekey boogy man boogy man 
« tt trees tree and man trees trees 
trees t» trees tt ft 
tt tt tt tt ft 
n ft tt tt tt 
another tree tt tt tt tt 
billy goat ft oow tt tt 
a billy jack a billy jack a billy jack a billy jack a billy jack 
trees trees trees ft tl tt trees 
another tree another tree tt tt tt tt ft 
tt n tt tt tt tt tt tt tt 
tt tt tl tt tt It tt tt tt 
oa 
-4 
Inkblots I II 
1 funny man bone 
2 man man 
3 ti a cluck,a cluck 
4 crow a boone,boone 
5 bear ti « « 
6 funny man a man 
7 man it H 
8 funny man Santa Claus 
9 man, tree tree 
10 man with a hand a man 
11 frog a mouse 
12 that’s funny teeth 
13 turkey man laughing 
14 n kitty 
15 ooffee pot blaok bath tub 
16 funny man coffee pot 
17 frog man 
18 tt feet 
19 It man 
20 ft looks like mama 
Boy - Age 3 yrs. 1 mo. 
Score Im. 29.50 
I.Q. 124 
III IV V 
man man man 
ti it tt 
fish meat slioken boot 
hog "a" meat 
ink meat tt 
man it man - lady 
« man n 
cooo cola oandy (black ham 
tree with man man in tree man with a tree 
hand and man map meat and hem 
man tt tt 
big ol* meat tt " and ham 
can of meat meat meat 
frog kitty kitty 
waffle s meat coffee pot 
coffee pot coffee pot n n 
ham it tt man 
meat ohicken 
man n meat and ham 
man without hands man man 
ilot8 I II 
1 dog 
2 boy man 
3 dog stick 
4 cat 
5 six dogs tt 
6 another dog,oat a stick 
7 dog I! n 
8 stick ft tt 
9 airplane a dog 
10 dog it If 
11 stick it boy 
12 boy tt dog 
13 It tt ft 
14 dog « tt 
15 light in airplane tt tt 
16 airplane w tt 
17 prinoess a stiok 
18 boy tt tt 
19 ft a man 
20 stick it tt 
Boy - Age 3 yrs, 2 mos. 
Soore Im, 23*25 
I*Q* 97 
HI IV V 
a boy a boy boy 
man man man 
stiok stiok tt 
ff ft tt 
ft tt tt 
table table table 
stiok stiok tt 
tt n stick 
stiok and goat goat goat 
hand stiok tt 
stick it tt 
stick and hand man tt 
s tick man and boy tt 
goat,stick,ball goat tt 
box tt tt 
stick stick \ stick 
» tt goat 
tt tt stiok 
tt tt man 
ft it stiok 
Inkblots I II 
1 goat a boy 
2 man 11 
3 n 11 
4 goat !t 
5 horse 11 
6 something It 
7 a man II 
8 a balloom It 
9 a man It 
10 a goat It 
11 a man tt 
12 Il II 11 
13 ti •» It 
14 H ii II 
15 ii ii 11 
16 ii it ft 
17 it II II 
18 ii it II 
19 n ii II 
20 n it 11 
Boy - Age 3 yrs. 4 mos. 
Score Ijn. 3.45 
I.Q. 120 
III IV V 
a boy boy boy 
Il II n II 
II It It 
It It It 
It 11 tt 
11 II It 
II II boy,girl and horse 
11 11 a boy’s stooking cap 
11 II boy getting on horse 
It tt boy holding his hand up 
It 11 boy getting on horse 
II 11 tt it tt n 
II It it ti tt it 
tt tt nut 
tt tt boy getting on horse 
II II ti it Il 11 
II II boy 
tt II boy kicking a horse 
II 11 tt It ti it 
11 tl ft ft n it 
If» 
O 
Inkblots I II 
1 lady 
2 lady a lady 
3 pillow case fox 
4 billy goat a lady 
5 little boy ti H 
6 ti «1 ti n 
7 lady it »i 
8 a man 
9 a dog 
10 a lady a lady 
11 it n a fox 
12 n it a lady 
13 ti n 
14 a lady a man 
15 round and round 
IS a lady 
17 a lady 
18 baby ft tl 
19 dog ti II 
20 lady a fox 
Girl - Age 3 yrs, 4 mos 
Score Im, 19*25 
I.ft. 100 
III IV V 
lady a lady right here a lady 
man « « n n " ", too 
fox a fox fox 
lady a lady a leg 
It a lady right here a lady 
a tom up lady ti n « it 
a lady n ti tt n a lady 
a man a man a man 
a dog a dog a dog 
a lady a furnaoe lady 
a fox a fox fox 
a lady a lady right here 
n ti it it n it 
a fox a fox 
a tree a round a round 






















Girl - Age 3 yrs. 5 mos* 




I II in 17 V 
little boy and some turkey dog-face boogy man boogy man 
girl 
boogy man some chicken man tf II tt tt 
rabbit some fellows turkey turkey chioken 
Christmas tree door faces little fish- chioken tt 
little black dog baby rabbit boogy man boogy man fish 
dog a dog mother goose rook n ti tt 
go-man Miss mother goose man it f« tt 
lamp tl ft ft wood tt tt tt 
over-tung " fish little hand it tt tt 
a writing one w turkey goose chicken chicken and a g! 
next doofr goose tl ft chic ken tt goose 
chicken " ohioken little paper man tt chicken-roo ster 
game pioture Mr. Goose daddy mother goose tt baby 
picture girl Miss Fish Abling ohio ken tt mamma 
picture goose man finger hand store 
" goblin umbrella tt finger 
umbrella Miss umbrella boogy man tt hand 
mother goose dog little tootie hind dog table 
pencil baby bounty 
mother goose big old billy goat little mother goose baby bounty « « 
Inkblots II I 
1 a dog 
2 a boy 
3 a shoe 
4 a bone 
5 a dog 
6 a boy 
7 a bone 
8 a little man 
9 a frog 
10 an ant 
11 a lion 
12 a frog 
13 
14 a brush 
15 
16 a bone 
17 a stopper oork 
18 a sleigh 







coal and a bone 
a coat with stioks 
a hand 
amouse 
bowl went after 
cat 
queen 
Boy - Age 3 yrs, 5 mos. 
Score Im, 24*35 
I .ft. 130 
III IV V 
air ball horse air boat 
man man man 
shoe boot boot 
bone air boat Pig 
mouse man 
boy man bone 
bone bone little mouse 
oqadle stick man without a hand 
shoe mickey mouse hand 
hand haunt crow 
mouth man 
little boy boat 
bug crow- 
plows a burst into 
car man with a hand 
bone 
it bone 
air boat bone 
broker elbow If 
mouse water 
Inkblot3 I II 
1 girl pushing her bear 
mother in a oart 
2 monkey lady 
3 little ohioken Pig 
4 little bone bone 
5 a bird rabbit 
6 a little girl ax 
7 a bone rooster 
8 chicken billy goat 
9 a stick pencil 
10 a nickle tree 
11 a dime rabbit 
12 a dollar bird 
13 a big bear oat 
14 a big rooster hand 
15 a big ohioken glove 
16 a hand finger 
17 lots of stioks dog 
18 little boy blue Pig 
19 some stioks and 
trees 
ohioken 
20 a penoil bone 
ni IV 
Girl - Age 3 yrs. 7 mos. 
Score Im. 24.50 
I.Q. 140 
V 
little girl ohioken a lady 
lady old lady lady 
dog shell man 
bone bone bone 
oat a ohioken a good ohioken 
two lady a lady big ol’ mickey mouse 
two bones a bone bone 
tree a ohioken swing sticking down 
turkey a pull stick big garden 
two trees ohioken fenoe 
bone II bone 
tree tv tree 
dog running rabbit rabbit 
a white dog dish doggie 
a cow puppy kitty 
a hand hand, a glove glove 
rat a bonie a mickey mouse 
penoil little boy blue a ohioken 
three bones a glove a bone 




















Girl - Age 3 yrs. 7 mos* 
Score Im* 58*50 
I.Q. 140 
I II III IV V 
bug lady lady lady lady 
bear man man man man 
boot boot boot boot boot 
air plane bug bug bug bug 
trunk bear trunk trunk trunk 
lady- lady lady lady lady had a spoon 
fire fire fire fire fire 
gingerbread boy gingerbread boy parasol walking stick wal king stiok 
parasol walking stick gengerbread boy gingerbread boy gingerbread boy 
bug snake fish spook bug 
something funny bear another bug bug spooker 
tree bug tree tree tree 
roach bug fire gingerbread boy bug bug 
Pig Pig piS PiS PiS 
elephant elephant elephant elephant elephant 
walking stick trunk trunk trunk trunk 
another fire fire fire fire fire 
bug bug bug bug another fire 
hat bug hat bug « « 
bug spook spook ft bug 
Inkblots I II 
1 flower flower 
2 man man 
3 gun shoe 
4 shoe flowers 
5 flower star in a 
6 house tt it » 
7 shoe man 
8 candles bed 
9 another shoe flower 
10 H « some ink 
11 « tt key 
12 " candle a g 
13 n ft funny dog 
14 more oandles boot 
15 a boogy-man mouth 
16 a lakB ink 
17 some ink flower 
18 another lake lake 
19 more lakes a shoe 
20 another lake finger 
flower 
n 
Boy - Age 3 yrs, 7 mos. 
Score Im, 22*75 
I.Q.121 
in IV V 
some flowers flower flower 
a man man man 
a shoe a shoe shoe 
flower a lake some ink 
a king with star king in a star king and two stars 
some paint ink some black paint 
some ink two men another man 
oandles with star a bed bed and star 
another shoe shoe another shoe and star 
" man another leg some more ink 
" flower it n star and more paint 
2 king a king and a star hand and a star 
n tt leg another finger 
a man some ink a mouth 
a mouth a mouth another mouth 
leg finger a finger 
some ink some more ink a dog 
another lake a leg a lefc 
" shoe another leg tt tt 





















Boy - Age 3 yrs. 7 mos. 
Score Im* 51.00 
I.Q. 97 
I II III IV V 
boogy man boogy man boogy man moon went around it little scale 
elephant little peanut elephant boogy man " boogy man 
feet feet feet feet butterfly 
something little bitty little boomie 
nonie 
go blow your horn thing running away 
a dog a dog gone to town bed 
peanut peanut going to 
dumps 
head went away oat little man 
bed legs going away boogy man butterfly bed 
hammer boogy man harnner boogy man hammer man 
butterfly camel It foot cut off butterfly 
ti hand broken off boogy man's 
hand 
something in tin n 
boogy man thing getting loose two hands mule boogy man going away 
butterfly " went away sky falling butterfly butterfly 
« peanut Little Hattie Ween something else n 
something that's a cap man got out "h" bed 
moon thimble moon coming up moon If 
bed little nosey 
thimble 
something round man in sky II 
little flower little flower a flower man boogy man H 
butterfly little peanut a man out red tarn butterfly 
little peanut II It man up in sky peanut in wind butterfly going to dumps 
boogy man " hotty feet boogy man 
Inkblots I II 
1 little girl little lady 
2 a girl a football men 
3 a man old fox 
4 a man fell down bad wolf 
5 a rat another lady 
6 a boogy man a hat man 
7 a man fell a fish man 
8 shade pulled down horsie 
9 kettle worm 
10 all king’s horses 
and men 
eye man 
11 two horses big chicken 
12 four horses shoe man 
13 couldn't pull 
horses 
shade 
14 two shades mouse 
15 a light hand 
16 lots of fire pots « 
17 nappy head hair man 
18 a man fell horsie 
19 a light chair man 
20 ft ft shade man 
Girl - Age 3 yrs. 7 mos. 
Sobre Im. 28.50 
I.Q. 107 
III IV V 
a horsie football man little girl 
old man wolf a lady girl 
shoe man football man a man 
horse waving at man old hat man n n 
hand man ran ran man a rat 
a hat lady boogy man 
a moon hat man shade 
big horsie man and a ball H 
sand man horsie man kettle 
old bad wolf a horsie powder man 
tree football mother’s horsie man 
shoe man n tree man 
a shade a shoe man book man 
mouth fish kitty 
man with long nose eye man eye man 
hair on man nose man nose 
something going football man story book man 
to eat 
something swallow- horsie man barefooted man 
ing 
sand man chair man story book man 
sand in the eye eye new dress man 
Inkblots I II 
1 
2 lady lady 
3 foot foot 
4 man n 
5 






9 rocking chair rooking chair 
10 somebody’s finger finger sticking 




something stiok- something stick¬ 
ing out ing out 
13 somebody’s fingers 
14 something stick¬ bed 
15 
ing out 
two things stick¬ something to fix 
ing out it 
16 one thing sticking out 
17 tl ft ft tl 
18 I! It tt It 
19 II ft ft II 
20 ft U f, It 
Boy - Age 4 yrs. 3 mos. 
Score Im. 14.00 
I.ft. 83 
III IV V 
lady lady lady 
foot foot foot 
man man man 
something stick¬ something stick¬ something 
ing out ing out 
man 
rocking chair rocking chair rocking chair 
bed bed bed 





















Boy - Age 4 yrs. 2 mos. 
Score Im, 50*25 
I.Q* 84 
I II III IV V 
girl and boy girl and boy mule man on tope of mule morning 
a lady lady lady feeding a dog lady and a cat lady killing a mule 
a foot foot a horse foot foot off a horse foot 
a fly teeth a man killing a hog bone from a mule horse 
a man lady lady hitting a hog lady and oat man fixing to shoot 
a lady girl a man dog up in sky lady shooting a bird 
a man woman boy hog man about to hit a shoe 
a man man man hitting a ball man hitting a ball " " " " ball 
a chicken Ohioken duck chioken man and chicken feet 
a horse lady man and a duok rooster teeth 
a chicken chicken man hog wolf 
n tt dog chicken chic ken ohioken 
H «1 lady and a chioken ohio ken,.man , dog chicken head oome chicken and hog eating 
off 
a dog dog fish fish in water fish flying in water 
a snake snake and a bee snake teeth and a fly teeth 
a boy a bee hand man man with a nose 
a snake sky man stioks that thing sticking out 
a wolf dog dog mule mule 
a dog £ mule wolf stiok dog eating a man’s cow 
a horse horse tl dog elephant eating his foot 
Inkblots I n 
1 horse and somebody wolf 
2 somebody somebody 
3 gun gun 
4 tug butterfly,bug 
5 butterfly n 
6 somebody with tom somebody with face 
face tom 
7 snake snake turning 
around 
8 man with something a flower 
9 horse sitting a camel sitting 
down down 
10 hen with no head giant 
11 little squeezed faoe,neok on some 
up thing one 
12 little hand boogy man 
13 dog Pis 
14 Pig 
»t 
15 turtle with mouth |a bird 
16 tree tree cut down 
17 sun turkey 
18 devil’s jjorse devil riding on fox 
19 horse running away boogy man 
20 tail with two feet tail head, some- 
thing in hand 
Boy - Age 4 yrs. 4 mos, 
Soore Im, 53.75 
I.Q. 142 
III IV V 
dog man man 
no hand no feet man man 
gun gun gun 
bug bug bug 
butterfly butterfly butterfly 
somebody with tom man with tom up man with torn up fac 
head head 
snake snake snake 
man man man 
a camel a camel camel 
a man man with no eye man 
horse running horse running horse running away 
away away 
turkey man tree 
Pi6 Pis Pig 
ft it it 
bed carriage bed 
tree pieoe of tree tree 
turkey turkey turkey 
fox fox fox 
tree angel flying down cow with tifd flying 


























































tea pot tea pot 
cat elephant 
man and dog dog and man 
dog oat 
lion dog 
Girl - Age 4 JTS. 6 mos. 
















dog with what little 









Inkblots I II 
1 tree tree 
2 little girl girl 
5 lady leg 
4 fish water 
5 cat water 
6 lady lady 
7 lady " 
8 man man’s 
9 flower tree 
10 lady’s band lady’i 
11 flower tree 
12 tree lady 
13 girl water 
14 sheep lady 
16 round ball round 
16 boy’s head boy’s 
17 water water 
18 tree tree 
19 " " 






Girl - Age 5 yrs, 0 mos 
Score Im. 68,00 
I.Q. 134 
III IV V 
tree lady tree 
girl girl girl 
lady lady head leg 
water water splashing water 
cat water water 
lady lady lady 
n H u 
water head head 
tree tree tree 
lady’s hand lady’s hand lady' i 
tree tree water 
tree tree tree 
water tree water 
tree water water 
water water water 
boy’s head boy’s head boy's 
water splashing water splashing water 
tree tree tree 
water water it 









































Girl - Age 5 yrs. 2 mos. 
Score Im* 39.00 
I.Q. 119 






















Inkblots I II 
1 lady shoe 
2 little girl girl 
3 pigeon shoe 
4 duek flower 
5 man man 
6 lady lady 
7 duok duok 
8 flower bowl man 
9 head shoe 
10 lady hand 
11 dog head 
12 chicken chioken 
13 duck man 
14 baby squirrel 
15 head fish bow! 
16 nose man 
17 man fish bow 
18 lady lady 
19 hat hat 
20 man man 
Girl - Age 5 yrs. 7 mos. 
Score Im, 42.25 
I.Q. 110 
III IV V 
lady lady shoe 
girl girl little girl 
shoe shoe shoe 
man man aquirrel 
hat hat man 
lady lady lady 
man man man 
hat hat hat 
shoe man man 
hand am lady 
horse man horse 
lady chic ken chioken 
hat man man 
squirrel squirrel squirrel 
fish bowl fish bowl fish bowl 
man lady lady 
fish bowl hat fish bowl 
lady lady lady 
hat hat hat 
shoe shoe shoe 
Inkblots I II 
1 boy Pig 
2 girl mountain 
3 a man bear 
4 police house 
5 a woman lady 
6 boy fox 
7 girl man fell off horse 
8 house bear 
9 w devil 
10 bear girl 
11 fox mountain 
12 man man fell off horse 
13 girl man 
14 boy with horse place There tires 
are 
15 house a mount in water 
16 fox girl 
17 man house 
18 box dog with wire 
19 fox woman 
20 horse boogy man 
Girl - Age 5 yrs. 7 mos. 




girl getting hair 
combed 
girl 
a fox house 






a man man 
a girl girl 
a fox woman 
a boy police 































1 man in something 
2 a man 
S a leaf 
4 man in something 
5 a tree 
6 " " 
7 man in something 
8 pipe to something 
8 horse 
10 a dog 
11 man 
12 man on something 
13 horse 
14 a dog 
15 a grate 
16 a wash pot 
17 horse 
18 man running 
19 a pigeon 
20 a rabbit 
II 
dog and man 





man on a box 
part of a face 
bowl 
horse 
man standing on 
box 
tree 
man on a pony 




men in a box 
man 
man on horse 
horse 
in 
man holding a dog 
man sitting down 
a leaf 
a man 
man sitting on 
chair 
tree 
man on a box 
part of a faoe 
bowl 
horse 
man standing on 
box 
tree 
man on a horse 








Girl - Age 5 yrs. 8 mos. 
Score Im, 62.50 
I.Q. 115 
IV 
man,dog and box 
man 
dog 
man in a box 
it it n n 
tree 
man in a box 
part of cesspool 
horse 
man standing on 
box 
a tree 
man on a horse 




man in a box 




man, dog and box 
man 
leaf 
man in a box 
n n « it 
tree 
man in a box 
part of cesspool 
horse 
man standing on 
box 
horse, tree 
man on horse 




man in a box 
man on a horse 
a leaf 
horse 
Inkblots I ii 
1 witch tree 
2 lady lady 
3 man man 
4 wit oh tree 
5 vt trees 
6 t! lady 
7 ft ft 
8 »t ft 
9 billy goat witch 
10 tree tree 
11 n tt 
12 »t » 
13 witch tree « 
14 man men 
15 ladyfs head lady head 
16 ti it man head 
17 tree tree 
18 « ft 
19 bird tf 
20 man lady 
Girl - Age 5 yrs, 8 mos, 
Soore Im. 49,00 
I.Q. 83 
III IV V 
tree witch tree 
lady lady lady 
man man man 
tree witch witoh 
lady tree tree 
ft lady iady 
tt witch ft 
witoh man man 
tree tree tree 
tt tt tt 
tt tt tt 
tt tf n 
men It « 
tt man man 
lady head lady lady ] 
man head lady lady 
tree tree tree 
tt it tt 
tt tt tt 
lady lady lady 
Inkblots I II 
1 girl on horse little girl 
2 boy sitting down girl sittinj 
down 
3 dog dog 
4 horse horse 
5 Santa Claus man 
6 little girl lady 
7 lamps man 
8 man oandle 
9 n man 
10 tree H 
11 ohioken horse 
12 rooster rooster 
13 dog duck 
14 n elephant 
15 box dog 
16 rooster pot 
17 horse elephant 
18 hen dog 
19 chicken dog 
20 elephant elephant 
Girl - Age 5 yrs. 9 mos. 
Score Im. 50.75 
I.Q. 99 
III IV V 
little girl little girl little girl 
girl sitting girl sitting " girl 
down down 
man girl sliding pony 
horse duck rooster 
man man man 
lady little lady lady 
man man man 
ti ft pot 
H ft man 
II ft another one 
horse rooster rooster 
rooster chicken chicken 
dog rooster man 
umbrella chicken rooster 
duck hen rooster 
pot pot pot 
dog man little man 
rooster lady lady 
man rooster rooster 
duck dog man 
Inkblots I II 
1 a woman man 
2 a man it 
3 a shoe leg 
4 a oat fish 
6 a bed dog 
6 a woman woman 
7 a man ti 
8 tt it man 
9 




14 head hen 
15 
16 arm 
17 hand hen 
18 dog dog 
19 arm 
20 tf arm 
Girl - Age 5 yrs. 10 mos 
Score Im, 49,00 
I.Q. 96 
III IV V 
man man old man 
tt it tf tt 
leg leg leg 
fish fish fish 
bed bed bed 
woman woman woman 
it tt tt 
man man man 
hen leg 
arm am arm 
tt leg tt 
dog « tt 
»• ana leg 
hand hen hen 
radio radio radio 
arm arm am 
hand hen hen 
dog arm leg 
leg leg am 
tt ti tt 
Inkblots I II 
1 black clouds wolf 
2 black boy little boy 
3 black foot shoe 
4 ” olouds a house 
5 little dog little boy 
6 lady a man 
7 old man a lady 
8 handle and a 
glass 
a glass 
9 an ox an ox 
10 a hand a hand 
11 a neck a head 
12 little boy little boy 
13 " dog some little 
girls 
14 " hill mountsin 
15 two little 
monkeys 
a hole 
16 a kettle stove 
17 some ice a fox 
18 a box a bird 
19 little rabbit 






















Girl - Age 6 yrs. 2 mos. 




little boy little boy 
shoe shoe 
mountain hill 
hill little boy 










some water pot 
fox some water 
bird a fox 
ft a bird 
a fox a fox 
Inkblot 6 I II 
1 a lady a lady 
2 a man a man 
3 a shoe a shoe 
4 a bed a ship 
5 a dresser a bed 
6 a lady a lady 
7 a lady n ti 
8 man’s head a man 
9 a tree a tree 
10 n « ti II 
11 ii it n H 
12 a chicken W II 
13 a man a man 
14 a bed a bed 
15 a ship a ship 
16 a tub a man 
17 a dog a tree 
18 a tree tt II 
19 1? tl Il II 
20 a bear a bear 
Girl - Age 6 yrs, 2 mos. 
Score Im. 72,50 
I.Q. 105 
in IV V 
a lady a lady a lady 
a man a man a man 
a shoe a shoe a shoe 
a man a ship a ship 
a bed a bed a bed 
a lady a lady a lady 
» ti Il II n ti 
a man a man a man 
a tree a tree a tree 
Il II « « ft tt 
Il II H 11 tl tt 
Il II it ti tt tt 
a man a man a man 
a bed a bed a bed 
« « « « n it 
a ship a ship a ship 
a man a man a man 
a tree a tree a tree 
It II Il II tt tt 
a bear a bear a bear 
Inkblots I II 
1 witch witch 
2 lady- woman 
3 shoe shoe 
4 fish fish 
5 rook stone 
6 girl girl 
7 skillet skillet 
8 baby’s face baby head 
9 ghost stick 
10 rock and a stick bone 
11 tree tree 
12 another ghost piece of coal 
13 brick rock 
14 bug bug 
15 stump heart 
16 a head head 
17 monkey piece of plank 
18 pieoe of wood bone 
19 coal piece of coal 
20 little man little woman 
Girl - Age 6 yrs. 3 mos. 
Score Im. 47,75 
I.Q. no 
III IV V 
witch witch witch 
lady woman woman 
shoe shoe shoe 
fish piece of coal pieoe of stove wood 
pieoe of coal plank ft ft coal 
girl girl girl 
skillet skeleton skeleton 
shoe baby head shoe 
bone bone n 
ii sink 
tree tree man 
piece of coal horn tree 
plank coal piece of coal 
bug bug « ii plank 
heart mouth bug 
head woman head horn 
piece of coal house head 
tree limb shoe piece of coal 
bone hand fish 
woman little lady woman 
Inkblots I II 
1 little girl and chicken*girl and 
boy boy 
2 little girl little girl 
3 little boy sleigh 
4 boy and a bird boy and parrot 
5 boy and girl 'with 
dog 
girl and a doll 
6 girl with rabbit girl with rabbit 
7 turtle a lion 
8 bird a tree 
9 tree two little lamps 
10 lion on some weeds wolf head 
11 wolf hat for a boy 
12 bird little suit 
13 suit of elothes chic ken 
14 little bird riding a sleigh 
15 snake oake bowl 
16 pigeon kettle 
17 stove sponge 
18 chicken and lion dog and chicken 
19 owl milk cow 
20 wolf head lion head 
Girl - Age 6 yrs* 5 mos. 
Score Im. 32*25 
I.Q. 96 
III IV V 
little boy and boy*girl and boy, girl and 
girl,chicken chicken ohicken 
little boy little girl little girl 
sleigh on snow sleigh sleigh 
chicken holding oat with rat oat with a rat 
rat 
girl and doll girl and doll girl and a doll 
girl with bunny girl with rabbit girl carrying a rabbit 
lion and teddy bear wolf wolf 
tree cake dish oake dish 
oandles on dresser tree tree 
wolf head bear head monkey head and neck 
lion neck wolf head man head 
little girl under little boy’6 suit little boy's suit 
tree 
monkey chic ken bear's head 
sleigh to sleep on sleigh you ride on pie pan 
cake bowl cake and pie dish sleigh you ride on 
kettle kettle kettle 
sponge sponge sponge 
lion and chioken lion and dog wolf and ohioken 
milk oow pig head bird newt 
wolf head wolf head lion head 

























































Girl - Age 6 yrs. 5 mos. 
Score Im. 95.00 
I.Q* 88 
III IV V 
tree tree tree 
girl girl girl 
bird bird bird 
tree tree tree 
tt tt tt 
tt tt tt 
ft ft ft 
tt tt tt 
ft tt tt 
tt ft tt 
tt tt tt 
tt tt tt 
tf tt It 
ft tt tt 
ft tt tt 
coffee pot coffee pot coffee 
tree tree tree 
tt tt tt 
« « tt 
tt tt ft 
o> 
en 
'lots I II 
1 witch lady 
2 lady- lady 
3 shoe shoe 
4 lady 
5 lady n 
6 man lady dancing 
7 lion snake 
8 monkey lady 
9 bird duck 
10 snake snake 
11 hen lady 
12 lady hen 
13 chic ken II 
14 
15 spider lady 
16 boy boy 
17 hen hen 
18 snake snake 
19 dog ft 
20 snake It 
Girl - Age 6 yrs. 10 mos 
Score Im, 52,00 
I. Q. 91 
III IV V 
lady riding lady and witch lady 
witch 
lady lady lady 
shoe shoe shoe 
lady lady lady 
i« ti ti 
lady dancing lady dancing n 
duck duck, witch. hen 
lady 
duok and man rabbit and bird 
duck 
duck duck duok 
snake snake snake 
lady lady lady 
hen hen hen 
VI n « 
duok snake snake 
It II « 
boy boy boy 
hen hen hen 
snake witch snake 
cow horse neck horse 
snake snake snake 
riding a witch 

















Inkblots I II 
dog and a lady woman and 
a man man 
a shoe " 
a lady lady 
a dog man 
a lady lady 
n tt n 
a man man 
a rake rake 
a man man 
a lady lady 
a dog dog 
a monkey oat 
a pig pig 
a dog lady 
a glove glove 
a worm lady 
horse and man man 
rabbit lady 
lady man 
Girl - Age 6 yrs. 10 mos 
Score Im. 60.25 
I.Q. 88 
III rv V 
lady lady and dog lady 
man man man 
lady leg leg 
man man man 
IV lady lady 
lady man man 
man lady lady 
ft man man 
rake rake rake 
man man lady 
lady lady man 
dog dog dog 
man man lady 
Pig Pig Pig 
man lady man 
glove glove glove 
man man lady 
lady lady horse and man 
man bird bird 
man man man 
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